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Although both the landscape oil painting and the landscape painting concentrate 
on the natural scenery, they belong to two different painting systems the west painting 
system and the east painting system, and they have different cultures and history. 
Being a foreign painting which is invited into China, the oil painting has a long and 
rough time to be Chinese way, Many distinguished landscape oil painter admited the 
painting skills. artistic languages, the spiries and other good elements from the 
traditional landscape painting, and mixed them into their crieation, and have a great 
achievements. This passage would discuss about this phenomenon with the auther’s 
own experience of painting . 
There are four parts in this passage: The landscaper oil painting and the Ⅰ
traditional landscape painting. It tells history about them and some basic differences. 
.Ⅱ  The nationaltise of the oil painting. It talks about the most important theories of 
the oil painting and their great influence after the oil painting comes to China. The 
author will dusicuss it on 3parts. The traditional landscape painting elements in the Ⅲ
landscaper oil painting. The Chinese oil painters are deeply influenced by the 
traditional culture, and they would admit the special elements to their oil painting 
creation, and they have great achieviment. In this part, the author would give some 
examples to illustrate it on 3parts. MY painting experence,Ⅳ  The author love the 
paterm of traditional landscape painting and the great mood, dnd during his painting , 
he would Study traditional landscape and  be conscious to search the way to make 
the oil painting be our own. In this part, the author gives us some summary of his 
learning experience these years.  
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附图 2  洛兰 《 罗马牛场景观》 
附图 3  康斯泰勃尔 《干草车》 










































                                                        











































附图 5  董源《笼袖骄民图 》 
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